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investigates a series of survey questionnaires from these
events to determine the benefits that these events bring to
esports communities. Other studies, such as Shiraishi’s,
focused on legal restrictions and limitations on giving the
high prize to the winner of competitions in Japan (2017).

Research Method and Analysis
The present studies survey primary and secondary
sources, including journal articles, interviews, academic
papers, and home page information regarding competitive
play on digital games in the USA, Japan, and China. The
USA and China are selected since they are the leaders of
the global esports industry. On the other hand, Japan is an
emerging region for forming the esports business
ecosystem even though it is known as the region where the
video game industry has developed and thrived since the
1970s. Thus, comparing similarities and differences in the
esports business ecosystem among these three countries
seems appropriate for the initial study.
The data will be analyzed from a business ecosystem
perspective defined by Moore (1993), which considers that
various enterprises at different stages play a role in
achieving the sustainable business operation. Various
competitive digital or computer gaming activities in subject
countries are gathered in chronological order to clarify
multiple actors involved in these activities.

The USA: Community-Driven
In the USA and the rest of the world, for that matter,
the first account depicting and analyzing the competitive
play of digital games goes back to Stewart Brand, who held
the competition himself at the Artificial Intelligence (A.I.)
Laboratory at Stanford University on October 19, 1972,
with 24 contestants (Brand, 1972). For this event, the
essential elements of the competitive form of digital
gameplay were already established, such as tournament
structures, community development, and journalistic postreport. It is also important to note that from this very first
competition, it was community-driven (contestants
consisted of college computer users), with the sponsor (the
Rolling Stone magazine) supporting the event and
providing the prize, albeit non-monetary, to the winner.

This form of competition was then adapted after the
emergence of arcade games. In 1979, the tournament
included arcade game titles: Atari Football, Double Play,
Trip Hunt, and Space Wars. There also was a “decathlon”
that combined the performance of five pinball games and
five arcade games, namely Space Invaders, Breakout, Sea
Wolf, Laguna Racer, and Destroyer 1. During the early 80s,
this trend continued with miniature golf, and game room
franchisers such as Putt-Putt held a national tournament
several times since 1981, while arcade game distributor
Silico West Vending carried out regional tournaments 1.
Furthermore, Tournament Games Inc (henceforth,
TGI), which had been hosting billiards, foosball, air hockey,
and dirt competitions, held the Atari World Championship
from October 29 to November 1 in 1981. TGI announced a
total of $500,000 in prizes; over 10,000 participated in the
tournament in various games. However, the winner could
not receive the award as the check from TGI bounced. The
registration fee for getting into the championship was also
expensive, at $60; those who won their region and gained
an invitation did not get any support for transportation or
lodging expenses (Electronic Games, 1982).
Thus, the organization that could hold a sustainable
videogame competition was Atari. Since 1980’s National
Space Invaders Superbowl (Lion, 1980), Atari had a
videogame tournament until the company underperformed
with a videogame shakeout initiated in December 1982 2.
The principal purpose of these competitions was
promotion; Atari developed all of the titles being competed
in. Nintendo succeeded in the strategy to use a game
tournament for a national campaign. Nintendo held a
national tournament for three consecutive years, 1990–
1992. Nintendo’s first tournament was called Nintendo
World Championship, while the other two events were
named the Nintendo Campus Challenge and the Super
Nintendo Campus Challenge in 1991 and 1992. Nintendo
categorized these events as event market (Sheff, 1999, p.
181).1990–1992 was a crucial time for Nintendo, as it was
about to introduce a new console that followed the hugely
successful Nintendo Entertainment System.
Following Atari and Nintendo, Capcom also had game
competitions to promote its games. The first US Street
Fighter tournament was held in 1991 (Woolums, 2017).


1

The Golden Age Historian. “Score Winter Olympics: Early Videogame
Tournament and Players.” The Golden Age Historian, April 9, 2013.
https://allincolorforaquarter.blogspot.com/2013/04/early-video-gametournaments-and-players.html
1
The Golden Age Historian. “Putt Putt National
Tournaments. More Golden Age Tournaments” The Golden Age
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Various tournaments were reported in Atari Age 1, no.1 (June 1982):5,
Atari Age 1, no.2 (August 1982):3
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Players of Street Fighter II, one of the first digital
games that allowed players to fight head-to-head, nurtured
the fighting game community. Capcom decided to employ
one of the fighting game community leaders, James
Goddard, as part of its managing team (Baker, 2016).
Goddard eventually became the director for various
fighting and multiplayer action games such as Killer
Instinct and Overwatch. Goddard is one of the most
prominent professionals to contribute to esports’ evolution.
Since Street Fighter II’s launch, companies such as SEGA,
Namco, Rare, and Midway games have developed fighting
games, and the number of passionate players has grown
steadily. This growth led to one of the earliest communitydriven competitive game tournaments, Battle by the Bay, in
1996. The main organizing members and passionate four
gamers, namely, Joey Cuellar, Tom Cannon, Tony Cannon,
and Seth Killian, communicated through online message
boards and newsgroups and eventually decided to hold the
first tournament at Golfland in Sunnyvale, CA.
The first event’s contestants were mostly from
California. The event continued to grow and changed its
name to Evolution Champion Series (EVO) in 2002.
Arcade games’ popularity as casual entertainment
continued to decline during this time, along with the entire
fighting game genre. Despite industry trends, the EVO
community continued to grow by focusing on the
community’s needs rather than those of the game
publishers. Eventually, the organizing team split up; Joey
Cuellar remained and eventually became the CEO of Triple
Perfect Inc., EVO’s managing company. The other core
members also climbed the ladder to career advancement
within the game industry, paving the way for strengthening
the esports business. Tom and Tommy Cannon founded the
company that provides a seamless network gameplay
system and the free-to-play network fighting game, Rising
Thunder; then, their company was acquired by Riot Games.
After the acquisition, Tom Cannon assumed senior
producer’s role for an unnamed fighting game property for
Riot, while Tommy Cannon became a technical director.
On the other hand, Seth Killian became the chief fighting
game community evangelist at Capcom USA, followed by
working for Sony Computer Entertainment and Riot Games,
and is currently working at Epic Games.

1996 was a pivotal year for the first-person shooting
game (hereafter, FPS) community as well. With the release
of Wolfenstein 3D and the Doom franchise by id Software,
first-person shooting games flourished among PC gamers.
Furthermore, the networked multiplayer gameplay mode
for Doom gave birth to the rapid expansion of the
competitive gameplay community (Taylor, 2012, p.7).
With the release of Quake—an FPS developed by id
Software after two Doom titles—game enthusiasts decided
to hold a bring-your-own-computer LAN game tournament
on August 15–18, 1996. The venue they chose was a hotel
near id Software’s headquarters, hoping that some
developers would show up during the event. Shortly after
observing the community grow steadily, id Software
decided to sponsor the event from 1999 (Hayward, 2018).
Other game studios followed this step. Blizzard hosted its
first conference in 2005, and the event became an important
milestone for making new announcements for the company
and the community. In the meantime, some considered the
rising popularity of competitive gameplay as a business
opportunity. Angel Munoz, a former stockbroker and
owner of an investment firm, established the Cyberathlete
Professional League (the CPL) 3 . After managing video
game publications for a few years, he realized that game
media only focused on game titles or developers, while
game players were considered mere consumers. Thus, he
decided that the CPL should focus on players, like
professional sports focus on athletes. Having worked in the
game media before, he realized that branding and
advertisement proposals might cause skepticism within the
game industry; thus, he decided to focus on proposing hightech companies such as Nvidia and Intel to brand them
within the gaming environment (Gaudiosi, 2013). This
concept paid off. By August 2010, when Munoz sold the
company to the Singaporean investment firm, it had hosted
over 60 international tournaments across both North and
South Americas, Europe, and Australia, with over $3
million cash prizes 4 . Sundance DiGiovanni and Mike
Sepso then followed this model. They established a
professional gaming league, initially dedicated to console
game titles, Major League Gaming (hereafter MLG), in
2002. By 2012, MLG had “millions of LIVE viewers, fans,
and competitors worldwide” (Taub, 2012). The successful
track record led to the acquisition of the company by


3

Based on the introduction of Angel Munoz in the official home page of
his company, Mass Luminosity, accessed, October 20, 2020.
https://massluminosity.com/angel.html

4

ibid.
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Activision Blizzard in 2016. Shortly after securing top
management positions at Activision Blizzard, DiGiovanni
and Sepso established another esports infrastructure
company that focused on B2B esports operations, Vindex,
in 2019.
But the company that paved the way for the full
potential of esports is Riot Games. Two years after
releasing League of Legends, Dreamhack, one of the major
esports leagues in Europe, hosted League of Legends’ first
world tournament in Sweden in 2011. Having a tournament
filled with fans at the convention center and hundreds of
thousands of viewers, Riot decided to host the World
Championship Series in-house from 2012 around this time.
There was a rising in online game-centric live streaming
services such as Twitch, which helped boost League of
Legends’ presence in the esports scene. By 2013, the event
was held in the Staples Center, one of the USA’s major
sports arenas. Even then, the tickets were sold out in an
hour.
Furthermore, 32 million people watched the broadcast
through Twitch (Smith, 2019). This in-house global
tournament has also been adapted almost concurrently by
Valve, the developer and the publisher of Dota 2, which
hosts The International Dota 2 Championships each year,
bringing together professional players from around the
globe to events with over a million peak concurrent viewers
online (Yakimenko, 2019). The overall perspective of
today’s esports business ecosystem is described in Figure 1
in the appendix.

Japan: Marketing Campaign Driven
Japan was active in hosting competitive gaming
activities initially. In 1974, SEGA took the initiative to hold
a national competition for TV games 5. Then, IPM, headed
by Kenzo Tsujimoto, who later established Capcom, held a
series of regional competitions of Breakout type games in
Hiroshima, Nagoya, Osaka, and Tokyo from November
1978 to March 1979. For Nagoya and Osaka, the total
contestants counted 1490 and 1200, respectively, and the

winner in each region received a Mazda RX-7 6 . Space
Invaders also became the subject for game competitions.
Toei Towa, a Japanese film distributor, hosted the TV
Game Invader National Championship competition on May
15, 1979. This competition was planned as a part of the
promotional activities for the Hong Kong film, Mr. Boo
Part II Operation Invader, released on May 26, 1979, in
Japan 7. This was one of the early examples of the non-game
industry using competitive digital gameplay tournaments
for promotional activities of non-game products.
In 1982, NEC, a major personal computer
manufacturer, held a competition for a promotional
campaign 8. In 1984, Konami also hosted an international
Hyper Olympic competition with the final in Tokyo; the
USA’s regional qualifiers got a free trip to Tokyo, where
they competed for the high score (Baker, 2016). However,
one of the most culturally influential events took place after
the launch of the console game, Family Computer.
Hudson, one of the software studios that supplied video
games for the console, decided to have national
tournaments for shooting games it produced. A series of
regional tournaments and the final tournament were
recorded and aired on national television. Hudson assigned
one of its employees, Toshiyuki Takahashi, to be a
symbolic figure for these competitions. He became one of
the early stars of competitive gaming (Takahashi, 2016).
These game competitions changed over time but lasted
until 2006 9. In the meantime, the rise of the fighting game
also led various amusement centers to hold local
tournaments to promote their facilities. Game publishers,
such as Capcom and Sega, also held national tournaments.
During the height of the movement, they drew over 8,500
participants 10in 1993. Even non-game related companies,
such as Asahi Beverages, sponsored national game
competitions 11. Being an editor of Gamest Magazine at the
time, Masashi Sawatari experienced Street Fighter II for
the first time and realized how exciting the fighting game
could be. Thus, Sawatari proposed that Capcom hold a
tournament called the Gamest Cup; the first tournament


5

The Golden Age Historian. “Early Videogame Tournament and Players.”
The Golden Age Historian, April 9, 2013.
https://allincolorforaquarter.blogspot.com/2013/04/early-video-gametournaments-and-players.htmlThe Golden Age Historian 2013.
6
Game Machine, “Moriagaru Nagoya, ƿsaka:TƝburu TV GƝmu Zenkoku
Jǌdantaikai” Game Machine, January 1, 1979 , 9
7
Game Machine, “Mr.Boo ! InbƝdƗ Daisakusen:Go Gatsu Jugo Nichi ni
79*ƝPXWDLNDL6KXVDL7RHL7RZD.ǀen:Jatore” Game Machine, April
15, 1979, 3, The release date for 0U%RR,QEƝGƗ'DLVDNXVHQ is based on
the information provided in Movie Walker Plus
https://movie.walkerplus.com/mv11722/
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took place in August 1991, only a few months after the
game’s official launch. After this, Gamest collaborated
with game publishers who launched new fighting games to
host national tournaments jointly. Gamest Cup continued
until Shinseisha, the company published Gamest, went
bankrupt in 1998 (Matsui, 2018). Despite the variety of
organizations involved in hosting video game tournaments,
these competitive gaming events were ultimately planned
and implemented for promotional purposes.
The initial motive for creating the national fighting
game tournament, which would later be named Togeki, was
no different. Yasuaki Matsuda, the arcade center manager
at Ohyama Newton who had been hosting local fighting
game tournaments for several years, wished to have a
national tournament by associating with other arcade
outlets throughout Japan. Thus, he approached Masashi
Sawatari, who left the bankrupted Shinseisha to be
employed at Enterbrain as a chief editor of the arcade
game-dedicated magazine Arcadia at the time. Matsuda
proposed to host the national fighting game tournament,
with regional qualifiers held at the arcade centers in each
region (Sasaki, 2019). At that time, Sawatari also wanted to
host the national tournament focusing on fighting games,
repeating his success with Gamest Cup. Still, he knew that
hosting it with only a media outlet would not be feasible.
Thus, he decided to be the co-founder of the event, Togeki
(Matsui, 2018). The Togeki tournament started in 2003 and
lasted until 2012. The initial motive for the tournament was
to promote the arcade game scene. Matsuda, observing so
many passionate game players practicing over five hours to
get ready for the tournament, realized that contestants
should be treated as athletes (Sasaki, 2019). Thus, unlike
the Gamest Cup, Togeki’s organizer took the initiative in
selecting the titles to be contested rather than publishers
establishing them for marketing purposes.
Furthermore, for the final tournament, spectators are
required to purchase entrance tickets, and merchandise is
also an essential part of the business. With competitive
gaming for fighting games slowly gaining popularity in the
Japanese gaming industry, various professionals finally
became active in promoting esports in Japan, which
attempted to follow the model established in the USA and
Korea. In 2000, the Korean company Battle Top
established a subsidiary in Japan to market esports there.
Initially, Battle Top Japan was responsible for hosting the

regional qualifier tournament for the World Cyber Games
in Japan 12 . In June 2003, Namco opened the LAN
entertainment experimental shop, LEDZONE. This
experimental internet gaming amusement center was the
flagship site for operating Counter-Strike Neo—a heavily
modified version of Counter-Strike that Namco developed
with Valve to target the Japanese audience. LEDZONE
even held Japan’s regional qualifiers for the World Cyber
Games (WCG) and the Cyberathlete Professional League
(CPL). Unfortunately, this experimental shop remained
“experimental” and quietly shut down on April 24, 2008
(Sugiyama, 2008).
Among all of these endeavors, the one that endured
until recently was initiated in 2007 when the Japan eSports
Association Preparation Committee was established. Leng
(2020) summarizes the various efforts to spread esports.
Although the Japan eSports Association Preparation
Committee remained preparatory until 2015, it actively
engaged in various activities to promote esports. For
example, the Japan eSports Agency, which focuses on
hosting and managing esports events, was established in
2011 and is closely associated with the Japan eSports
Association Preparation Committee. It hosted the first
Japan Cup for esports in 2011 and continued the event until
2013. Meanwhile, three other sports-related associations
were organized, attempting to gain the first-mover
advantage in the game industry’s emerging sector.
With the sentiment that esports may be included in
future Olympic Games, all of these organizations were
unified into the Japan Esports Union (hereafter, JeSU).
Without unified associations, it would be impossible to
send the athletes who represent Japan. Although the
International Olympic Committee official stated that it was
still too early to include esports in the 2024 Olympics
(Morris, 2018), the unification of various esports
associations strengthened JeSU.
JeSU closely worked with the government in
clarifying some legal issues, such as the inability to raise
prize money, which prevented the event organizers from
boosting esports activities.
Meanwhile, game publishers that own esports game
titles began to host their events as esports rather than mere
marketing campaigns. For example, Capcom started the
Capcom Cup in 2013. XFLAG, the studio behind the
popular game app Monster Strike, initiated the game


12

Based on Battle Top Japan official homepage as archived in
archive.org retrieved on July 11, 2001.

https://web.archive.org/web/20010701112121/http://www.battletop.co.jp
/main.html
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tournament Monster Strike Grand Prix in 2015. Gravity
also held its first Puzzle & Dragons International
Championship in 2016. A one-million-dollar prize was
awarded for the first time for the Japanese game at the
Shadowverse World Grand Prix, hosted by Cygames, in
December 2018. Although some tournaments had over
80,000 participants and over eight million viewers in
2019 13, it has yet to reach the peak number of the viewers
found in the USA or China. Some of these events continue
to lack non-Japanese viewers. Recently, JeSU has
collaborated with the Ministry of Economy, Trade and
Industry (METI) to establish a long-term goal of boosting
the esports industry. The collaboration’s goals include
finding and establishing star players, increasing the venue’s
attractiveness, and eliminating some legal barriers to
hosting esports events (JeSU 2020). These situations are
represented in figure 2 in the appendix. While it is
encouraging that the organization is getting government
assistance in developing the esports industry, various issues
raised by JeSU also suggest that Japan is still in the
emerging phase of developing the esports business
ecosystem. JeSU’s comprehensive proposal for Japan’s
esports business’ long-term goal further confirms Leng’s
(2020) conclusion that Japan is far behind China in
developing an esports business ecosystem.

China: Government Initiative Shifting to
Corporate
As for China’s esports business ecosystem, Nakamura
(2018, 340-347) introduced the model shown in Figure 3.
While the business ecosystem described in Figure 3
represents recent developments, competitive gameplay has
been popular since internet cafes started operating in China,
albeit the majority of games played from the late 90s to the
early 2000s were pirated copies. To boost the information
infrastructure, the Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology (MIIT), along with the Ministry of
Culture, the Community Youth League of China, and
information and communication companies supported
China’s first nationwide game competition, China Internet
Gaming. The General Administration of Sports (hereafter
GAS) also endorsed the nationwide tournament. As a result,
Intel sponsored China eSports Games in 2003. On
November 18, 2003, GAS officially announced esports as

a category 99th sport (Nakamura 2006). Esports as a
business opportunity, however, expanded around 2010
when the GAS Information Center hosted the National
Electronic Open Competition, with a prize of 323,000 yuan
(USD 45,220) 14 . Then, in 2013, GAS again hosted the
National Electronic Sports Open (NESO). Several other
national tournaments have been held since then, including
National Electronic Sports Tournament (NEST). The rise
of online broadcasting services set these esports
competitions apart from previous events in early 2000.
Fuya, DOYU, and Bilibili were founded and eventually
became the major force in broadcasting esports events
through the internet. Major game publishers, such as
Tencent, having Riot, Supercell, and Epic Games under its
umbrella, also developed their own proprietary titles such
as the Arena of Valor and PUBG Mobile. NetEase, which
has the exclusive license to operate Blizzard’s Overwatch
and Hearthstone, also has an esports title, Knives Out.
When the League of Legends World Championship took
place at Beijing’s Bird’s Nest in 2017, the tickets sold out
quickly, and the number of peak online viewers reached
99.6 million people worldwide (Porter, 2019). Esports
events with such a global scale continued to be held in
China’s major cities, such as Shanghai, implying that China
is one of the major global regions for esports. Regional
governments have also been keen on this movement. With
subsidies provided by the local government, various esports
arenas were established to promote regional leisure
activities with esports (Leng, 2020).
Therefore, the government’s initial support
handsomely paid off, having China’s esports ecosystem
seamlessly connected to the global esports community.

Tentative Conclusion and Future Studies
Thus far, the studies have found that the business
ecosystem for esports in the USA began with a promotional
campaign but mainly evolved from the community-driven
approach, with sponsorship as the organizer’s primary
source of income. These activities were relevant for various
companies that intended to increase brand awareness
among the youth; thus, they formed interlocking
relationships. However, recent major players are publishers
of esports game titles, namely, Valve (the publisher of Dota
2), Blizzard (the publisher of Overwatch), or Riot Games


13

Number based on the official release from the event organizer,
Niconico Tǀkaigi, accessed October 10, 2020.
https://blog.nicovideo.jp/niconews/114437.html
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